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What will be discussed ?

Part A – Artificial Intelligence : an overview 

Part B – AI in the field of media : some examples

Part C – AI at the EBU 



Some buzzwords 

• AI - Machine Learning - Deep Learning

• What does it mean ?



Buzzwords meaning

AI is a broad term that includes 
machine learning and  knowledge-
based systems that don’t rely directly 
on data

In the field of Machine Learning the data are used to build the 
model
In the field of knowledge-based systems, the experts put their 
knowledge in the model



Buzzwords history

Historical view :
AI started in the 50’s
Machine learning started in the 80’s
Deep learning applications started in 2010 



Machine learning : how and what  

Machine learning needs : 
Models : to perform a task
Algorithms  : to build the model
Data : test cases that will be handle by the model

The model can do different things, not exhaustively :
Classify the inputs :

• road, building, parking …
Make a decision :

• is it a fake video ?
Segment the inputs : 

• define customer profiles …
Estimate a value : 

• age of a person, price of a stock ….



How a machine can learn ?

Build an accurate and robust machine learning model requires a large training set
The quality and size of the database are determinant factors to develop machine 
learning applications 



Machine learning vs Deep learning

Deep learning means the model is a deep neural network 
• Deep = a lot of layers

The deep neural network extracts itself the features that are relevant for a 
given task
Inspired by biology : neuro-mimetism
In machine learning, the relevant features are generated externally based 
on human analysis



Performance breakthrough : Imagenet 

The goal of the imagenet challenge : recognise sets of objects in images :

Before 2011 : a mix of machine learning approaches win, the floor of 
the classification error was around 25 % for a while
In 2012 deep learning architecture with new learning algorithms 
arrived 
The human performances were reached in 2015
In 2019 the score is around 2%



Why deep learning is massively used ?

Deep learning did a breakthrough in performances for many applications :
Image processing : face recognition …
Sound processing :  transcript …
Natural language processing : translate, chatbots, …
Content generation : faces, videos, scenarios …

Except the new models and algorithms, why such a performance shift ?
The two crucial factors to improve performances are : 

Data 
Computing Power  



Deep learning does not solve everything

Typically for structured data, ensemble learning is often better
Ensemble methods combine the predictions of several models that have 
to complement each other to benefit from cooperation. If they make the 
same errors, there is no gain in combining their estimates.

Boosting consists in sequentially building an ensemble of weak learners 
where each new model is trained in order to correct the errors of the 
previous



AI in Broadcast & Media Industries
AI is used in journalism for:

Assisted news writing : it increases the volume of 
produced articles by a factor 10
Fact-Checking : in real time  
Fake News, Fake Video, Fake Audio detection

Also in production and post-production for:
Automated Camera : AI  can produce relevant 
content
Assisted Montage : the AI can analyze video 
rushes to produce a coherent montage
Speech to text and translation
Chatbot to respond to online comments 



AI for content recommendation

Recommendation systems predict rating or preference that a user would give to an item 
using : 

collaborative filtering : model built on the similarity between users, it is based on the 
assumption that people who agreed in the past will agree in the future. 
✓ Very powerful as it does not need to understand the content of the 

recommended object : movies, music, news …
content-based filtering  : methods based on a description of the items, it recommends 
items that are similar to those that a user liked in the past
Both approaches are combined



AI is used to create assisted or automated content: 
Scriptwriting or fiction writing 
Music creation 
Automatically generates videos

AI for content creation

Artificially generated faces and bodies are now very realistic 
Used as models for advertisement



AI for content creation

The copyright on automatically generated content is an open question:
For instance, it is possible to generate music with the style of an artist 
by training a model
But it’s not clear whether AI can legally be trained on music subject to 
copyright

Assisted landscape generation Video synthesis



AI for archives analysis

Machine learning is used to generate meta -data on the archives :
It helps the archivists to handle high volumes of data

Examples of automated metadata generated:
Face recognition 
Speaker identification 
Objects and landmark detection
Statistics on gender 



AI at the EBU : AI solutions benchmarking 
AI solution benchmarking: Speech To Text

No existing STT engine can be expected to excel 
in all test cases defined by broadcasters
This tool allows the users to design their own 
benchmarking procedure based on the test data 
and metrics
https://github.com/ebu/benchmarkstt
https://pypi.org/project/benchmarkstt/

STT relative benchmarking PyPi tool 

https://github.com/ebu/benchmarkstt
https://pypi.org/project/benchmarkstt/


AI at the EBU : cloud computing
Cloud computing with serverless architecture :

Media Cloud Microservices Architecture 
https://github.com/ebu/mcma-projects

The goal is to develop a methodology to optimize :
Cost management 
Infrastructure management 
Support to the developers

Celebrities emotion Speech to speech

https://github.com/ebu/mcma-projects


AI at the EBU : face recognition

We collaborate with the RTS on face recognition for 
archive analysis



AI at the EBU : fake news detection

We are designing Machine Learning algorithms to
detect news article intentionally deceptive
This implies work on :

NLP
Deep Learning
Network traces

Targeted application :
News room
Data journalism



AI at the EBU : video highlights classification

We are working on deep learning algorithms to detect and classify 
highlights in sports videos

The classified time-stamped events can be used to generate:
Sump-up and interactive content
Metadata and statistics    



THANK YOU 

Questions ?
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